Abstract. A variational time discretization for the compressible Euler equations has been introduced recently. It involves a minimization problem over the cone of monotone transport maps in each timestep. A matrix-valued measure field appears in the minimization as a Lagrange multiplier for the monotonicity constraint. We show that the absolutely continuous part of this measure field vanishes in the support of the density.
Introduction
The compressible Euler equations model the dynamics of compressible fluids like gases. They form a system of hyperbolic conservation laws
The unknowns ( , u, ε) in (1.1) depend on time t ∈ [0, ∞) and space x ∈ R d and we will assume that suitable initial data ( , u, ε)(t = 0, ·) =: (¯ ,ū,ε) is given. We think of as a map from [0, ∞) into the space of nonnegative, finite Borel measures, which we denote by M + (R d ). The quantity is called the density and it represents the distribution of mass in time and space. The first equation in (1.1) (the continuity equation) expresses the local conservation of mass, where
is the Eulerian velocity field taking values in R d . The second equation in (1.1) (the momentum equation) expresses the local conservation of momentum m := u. Note that m(t, ·) is a finite R d -valued Borel measure absolutely continuous with respect to (t, ·) for all t ∈ [0, ∞), because of (1.2). The quantity ε is the total energy of the fluid and ε(t, ·) is again a measure in M + (R d ) for all t ∈ [0, ∞). It is reasonable to assume ε(t, ·) to be absolutely continuous with respect to the density (t, ·) (no energy in vacuum). The third equation in (1.1) (the energy equation) expresses the local conservation of energy. The pressure π is determined by the material and a given function of density and energy. For the case of polytropic gases, the pressure equals π = (γ − 1)(ε − 1 2 |u| 2 ), with adiabatic coefficient γ > 1. As long as solutions are smooth, it is possible to reformulate (1.1) equivalently by substituting for the energy equation a transport equation
for the thermodynamical entropy σ =: S, where S(t, ·) ∈ L 1 (R d , (t, ·)) denotes the specific entropy. The pressure is then given in the form π = κe S γ , with κ > 0 some constant. In the following, we will utilize this reformulation. It is well-known, however, that solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws such as (1.1) typically do not remain smooth globally, but may develop jump discontinuities in finite time, which are called shocks. In this case, the entropy conservation in (1.3) must be relaxed to a differential inequality, as suggested by the second law of thermodynamics.
If the specific entropy S is assumed to be constant in space and time, then (1.1) reduces to the so-called isentropic Euler equations. For smooth solution, the energy equation is implied by the continuity and the momentum equation. For discontinuous solution, however, energy conservation must be relaxed again. The assumption is then that energy can only be dissipated (decreased), but not generated.
Minimizing movements are variational time discretizations generating approximate solutions for evolution equations known as curves of maximal slope; see [14] . They have been studied extensively in recent years in the context of optimal transport theory for certain degenerate parabolic equations; see [3] . Motivated by this research, a variational time discretization for the compressible Euler equations (1.1) has been introduced in [12] . Specifically, assume that for given initial data and timestep τ > 0, the state of the fluid at time t k := kτ , with k ∈ N, is approximated by
where P 2 (R d ) is the space of Borel probability measures on R d with finite second moment. Without loss of generality, we have assumed that the total mass equals one initially and hence at any positive time. Then density, velocity, and specific entropy at the next time t k+1 are determined by a suitable optimization problem, which we interpret (by formal analogy with thermodynamics) as an attempt to maximize entropy production: The first law of thermodynamics states that ∆U = Q+W , where ∆U is the change in internal energy, W the work done on the system (nonnegative), and Q is the heat applied to the system. We will aim to maximize the difference ∆U − W . Since at fixed temperature, the change in heat is proportional to the increase in entropy, this amounts to maximizing entropy production.
The work done to the system is defined as a minimal cost: Assume that a material point is located initially at a position x ∈ R d with velocity ξ ∈ R d . After the time τ > 0, the material point is at position z ∈ R d with new velocity ζ ∈ R d . As the minimal work needed to effect this change, we consider the infimum
The inf is attained for cubic polynomials, and the minimal cost is
If we are free to pick the optimal final velocity ζ, then we can make the second term vanish by choosing ζ = ξ − 3 2τ ((x + τ ξ) − z). We now define the work as
where t ∈ L 2 (R d , ) determines the transport of the material points, whose initial distribution is given by . The new velocity is obtained by transporting
the transport velocity, along with the map t. Because of (1.6), we have
In order to compute the change ∆U , we compare the internal energy we would observe if no work was done to the system (which means that all material points travel in the direction of their initial velocity), and the internal energy obtained by pushing forward under the transport map t. We will assume from now on that the density is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure
For polytropic gases and with specific entropy S, the internal energy of t# can be written (formally) as
with internal energy U (r, S) := κ γ−1 e S r γ for all r 0 and S ∈ R. We have used the change of variables formula and the fact that the entropy σ = S is transported along with the fluid; see (1.3). The internal energy of the freely transported fluid is obtained (formally) by the same formula, with id + τ u in place of t. Since this energy is a given quantity, maximizing ∆U − W then amounts to minimizing
Unfortunately, the functional (1.7) is not coercive, does not control the growth of ∇t and blows up as det(∇t) −→ 0. In particular, there is no natural function space setting (e.g., in terms of a suitable Sobolev space) in which to search for the transport map t that minimizes (1.8). Moreover, even if the existence of a minimizer can be established, the structure of (1.7) makes it difficult to identify the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. We refer the reader to [4] for a related discussion of a similar functional.
We therefore consider two modifications. First, we replace (1.7) by 9) where the gradient of t is replaced by its deformation
This renders (1.9) a convex functional in t. Notice that for small τ > 0 the transport map t is expected to be a perturbation of the identity map id whose derivative is the identity matrix 1, which is indeed symmetric (so that ∇id = def(id)).
Second, we require that the transport maps t be monotone; see Definition 2.3 for the precise statement. Again this can be justified by the fact that the minimizer t is a perturbation of the identity if τ > 0 is small. The deformation def(t(x)) in (1.9) is to be understood to involve only the absolutely continuous part of the distributional derivative of t, which is a measure since t is of bounded variation locally; see below. In particular, jumps in t (cavitation) do not contribute to U[t| , S].
Monotonicity was the crucial ingredient in the recent study of the one-dimensional system of pressureless gas dynamics; see [10, 13, 19] . By rephrasing this system of conservation laws in terms of monotone (optimal) transport maps, one can harness classical results on gradient flows in Hilbert spaces to establish well-posedness und semigroup properties. The monotonicity assumption can be linked to the assumption of sticky particle dynamics (upon collision, particles stick together to form larger compounds), which serves as an entropy condition. Unlike the one-dimensional case, in several space dimensions the composition of monotone maps is typically not a monotone map. Using a Lagrangian reformulation of (1.1) and requiring monotonicity for the global transport maps is not natural, which is why we reset the reference configuration in each timestep of our discretization. Notice that we could have restricted t to the even smaller set of optimal transport maps in the sense of optimal transport theory, which (for the Wasserstein distance) are gradients of convex functions (which are monotone). The disadvantage here is that the resulting tangent spaces (i.e., the admissible velocity fields) consist of gradient fields only. In contrast, for monotone maps we recover all vector fields in L 2 (R d , ). Finally, the monotonicity of the transport map automatically ensures that matter does not interpenetrate. The minimizing map is essentially injective. It was shown in [12] that approximate solutions generated by this time discretization satisfy a crucial energy inequality and converge to a measure-valued solution of (1.1).
Before proceeding, let us fix some notation. 
where ·, · denotes the Euclidean inner product in R d . We will refer to matrices in M d + as positive semidefinite even when not symmetric. We will denote by
Given data (1.4), we aim to minimize the convex functional
over the set C of monotone transport maps (see Definition 2.3), which is a closed convex cone in the Hilbert space L 2 (R d , ). Any t ∈ C can be extended to a maximal monotone map whose domain includes the convex open set Ω := int conv spt ; see Lemma 2.6. A minimizing sequence of transport maps in C for the functional (1.10) can be shown to be uniformly bounded in BV loc (Ω; M d ). Since the functional (1.9) (with ∇t representing the absolutely continuous part of the distributional derivative of the maximal monotone extension of t) is lower semicontinuous with respect to weak* convergence in BV loc (Ω; M d ), the existence of a unique minimizer of (1.10) follows, from now on denoted by t ∈ C ; see Proposition 5.13 in [12] .
In order to derive the Euler-Lagrange equations we consider perturbations of (1.10) around the minimizer t ∈ C . Because of the monotonicity constraint, we may only consider directions in which the perturbed transport map is still in C , i.e., we can only consider vector fields in the tangent cone of C at the point t. If t is uniformly monotone (see Definition 2.1), then this tangent cone equals L 2 (R d , ); see Proposition 4.6 in [12] . Otherwise, all we can conclude is the inequalitŷ
for sufficiently smooth, monotone vector fields ζ and for ζ = ±t. Here a := (w−u)/τ is the acceleration and P (r, S) := U (r, S)r − U (r, S) for all r, S 0 the pressure function (where denotes differentiation with respect to r). We denote by cof the cofactor matrix. Choosing ζ = ±t in (1.11), we obtain
More generally, inequality (1.11) implies (at least formally) that the residual
T is an element of the polar cone of C . We have the following representation:
the acceleration as defined above. Then there exists a matrix field
Here Ω := int conv spt . Remark 1.3. Note that by choosing ζ = id in (1.13), we obtain the identitŷΩ
which controls the size of M since both the stress tensor and the pressure tensor are positive semidefinite and all vector fields in (
We conclude that the Euler-Lagrange equation of the constrained minimization of (1.10) over the closed convex cone C of monotone transport maps is given by
in the distributional sense, where M is implicitly defined through the transport map t. Additional information about the minimizing t can now be gleaned from an investigation into the properties of M, which plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier for the monotonicity constraint (similar to how the pressure plays the role of the Lagrange multiplier for the divergence-free condition in the incompressible Euler equations). We expect that M should vanish wherever the transport map t is strictly monotone; see Definition 2.1. As a first step in this direction we prove here 
(1.14)
Here Ω := int conv spt . Then we have M (x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ spt . Remark 1.5. We observe first that the
because of Hölder inequality. Now we specialize to the one-dimensional case. Whenever S ∈ L p (R), its primitive is a Hölder continuous function, hence absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. This remains true when applied to the acceleration a as above. But the primitive of a equals the measure
as follows from (1.13). As the first component is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we obtain that M(dx) = M (x) dx and M s vanishes. From Proposition 1.4 we conclude that the measure M vanishes in spt , so that
there distributionally; see (1.13). We observe that if spt consists of disconnected components, then the primitive of the acceleration a will be constant in the vacuum in between, where it must coincide with M since the pressure contribution vanishes where the density does. This suggests that the measure M plays the role of a "virtual pressure" that transports momentum through vaccum; see also Remark 4.6 of [12] . For a related discussion in the context of Michell trusses we refer the reader to Remark 5.2 of [9] . While M does not contribute to the acceleration (since it vanishes in spt and is piecewise constant outside), it does contribute to the energy balance; see Proposition 4.17 of [12] . We do not know whether in the multi-dimensional case M must be absolutely continuous with respect to L d as well (in which case M would again vanish in spt ), or whether there may be singular components supported on lower dimensional sets. This will be investigated in future work.
Monotone Transport Maps
its domain and graph, respectively. A subset Γ ⊂ R d × R d is called monotone if
Such a set is called maximal monotone if for any monotone set Γ ⊂ R d × R d with Γ ⊂ Γ we have that Γ = Γ . Equivalently, the set Γ is maximal monotone if it is impossible to enlarge Γ without destroying monotonicity. We call a set-valued map u as above (maximal) monotone if the set graph(u) is (maximal) monotone.
will be called strictly monotone if
The set Γ will be called uniformly monotone if there exists α > 0 with
Analogously, we will talk about strictly and uniformly monotone maps.
Remark 2.2. By Zorn's lemma, any monotone set (any monotone set-valued map) can be extended to a maximal monotone set (map). Typically, this extension is not unique. A maximal monotone extension can be obtained constructively as follows:
(2) compute its Fenchel conjugate
compute the proximal average
The function N Γ is lower semicontinuous, convex, and proper, and the set
is a maximal monotone extension of Γ. We refer the reader to [5, 17] for details.
In order to construct a maximal monotone extension of a given monotone function, one can also use the fact that the Cayley transform
(which amounts to a rotation of the coordinate system by π/4) maps the graphs of monotone functions to 1-Lipschitz functions. By Kirszbraun's theorem, a 1-Lipschitz function can be extended to a 1-Lipschitz function on all of R d , which by the inverse Cayley transform determines a maximal monotone function; see [1] . The usual proof of Kirszbraun's theorem relies on the axiom of choice. In contrast, the extension procedure outlined above (built on Fitzpatrick function) is completely constructive. It can provide an alternative proof of Kirszbraun's extension theorem; see [6] . If ϕ : R d −→ R ∪ {+∞} is l.s.c. and convex, then its subdifferential Γ := ∂ϕ is a maximal monotone map. Its Fitzpatrick function equals
Here ϕ * is the Fenchel conjugate of ϕ. Since
the proximal average defined above reduces to N Γ (x, x * ) = ϕ(x) + ϕ * (x * ). Then the setΓ given in (2.1) coincides precisely with the subdifferential ∂ϕ.
Definition 2.3 (Monotone Transport Maps). For
we define the transport plan γ t := (id, t)# . Then
Lemma 2.4 (Closed Convex Cone). C is a closed convex cone in
Proof. We refer the reader to Lemma 4.2 in [12] .
Since we are not making any assumptions on ∈ P 2 (R d ), its support may be an arbitrary Borel set. The monotonicity constraint and the extension results enable us to work with objects that are defined on a fixed convex subset of R d :
Definition 2.5 (Associated Maps). Let ∈ P 2 (R d ) be given. For given t ∈ C we will call u the maximal monotone map associated to t if u is the set-valued map induced by the maximal monotone extension of Γ := spt γ t in Remark 2.2.
Rceall that the domain of a maximal monotone map u satisfies int conv dom(u) ⊂ dom(u) ⊂ conv dom(u); see Corollary 1.3 in [1] . Here int and conv denote the interior and the closed convex hull of a set, respectively. As a consequence, we obtain the following result: Lemma 2.6 (Support). For ∈ P 2 (R d ) and t ∈ C , the domain of the maximal monotone map u associated to t contains the set Ω := int conv spt .
Proof. We refer the reader to Lemma 3.4 of [12] . Remark 2.7. We pick the construction of Remark 2.2 purely for definiteness. Any other maximal monotone extension of Γ := spt γ t would also work. We prefer to use the construction based on the Fitzpatrick function because it is similar to what is done in optimal transport theory: Here the optimal transport map is contained in the subdifferential of the Kantorovich potential, which solves the associated dual problem and possesses suitable convexity properties. Since the subdifferential of the Kantorovich function is maximal, it defines a natural extension of the optimal transport map to a larger domain; see [3] and the end of Remark 2.2.
Whenever we speak about the derivative of a monotone transport map t ∈ C we will refer to the derivative of the maximal monotone map associated to t. Notice that a maximal monotone map u is locally bounded in the interior of dom(u) and locally of bounded variation; see Here H n denotes the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure. In particular, the set of points x ∈ dom(u) for which u(x) contains more than one point (that is, the set Σ 1 (u)) is negligible with respect to the Lebesgue measure L d . Outside Σ 1 (u) the function u is continuous. We denote by m(u) the single-valued map that to x ∈ dom(u) assigns the element of minimal norm in u(x). Note that m(u(x)) is well-defined for all x ∈ dom(u).
Proof of Proposition 1.2. The existence of a stress tensor field M has already been established in Proposition 5.19 in [12] . Here we only explain the necessary modifications needed to obtain the present result, which is slightly more precise. Let
where We now observe that def(ū(x)) i,j = 0 and ∂ k (rot(ū(x)) i,j ) = 0 for all x ∈Ω and indices i, j, k. Since ∇ū = def(ū) + rot(ū) and sinceΩ is convex (hence connected), we conclude that ∇ū is a constant matrix-valued function with vanishing symmetric part, and soū is a rigid deformation: There exist an antisymmetric matrix B ∈ M d and c ∈ R d such thatū(x) = Bx + c for every x ∈Ω. The integrands in (2.3) vanish outside ofΩ, therefore the behavior of u andũ outside ofΩ is irrelevant for the evaluation of G 0 . We may assume thatū is a rigid motion defined on all of R d so thatū ∈ C 1 * (Ω; R d ). Notice now that bothū and −ū are monotone maps. Testing the right-hand side of (2.3) with ±ū, we therefore obtain that G 0 (ū) = 0. Since G 0 is linear, we conclude that G 0 is indeed well-defined on
which is a subspace of the space C b (Ω; S d ) of bounded and continuous functions. The functional is positive in the following sense: for all v ∈ L ∩ C, with
we have that G 0 (v) 0. Indeed if v = def(u) ∈ C, then u must be a monotone map; see Theorem 5.3 in [1] . Therefore G 0 (v) defined by the right-hand side of (2.3) is nonnegative. We apply a result by Riedl [20] to conclude that G 0 can be extended to a continuous linear map G : C b (Ω; S d ) −→ R, which moreover is nonnegative when tested against functions in C; see Proposition 2.2 in [11] .
We consider now the Stone-Čech compactification βΩ ofΩ, which has the property that every map u ∈ C b (Ω; S d ) has a continuous extension in the space C (βΩ; S d ) of continuous functions on the compact set βΩ. We refer the reader to [15] Section 4.8 for details. By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a finite Radon measure M ∈ M (βΩ; S d ) that represents the functional G in the sense that
Since G is an extension of G 0 , we can test the measure M against a suitable, compactly supported approximation of u = id and find that M does not assign any mass to the boundary βΩ \Ω. We refer the reader to Remark 4.15 in [12] .
Support Restriction
In this section, we will establish Proposition 1.4. We will need an approximation of the transport map t ∈ C that minimizes (1.10) by Lipschitz continuous, monotone maps. This approximation will be provided by the following result.
Lemma 3.1 (Approximation of Monotone Maps). For every ∈ P 2 (R d ) absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and for all t ∈ C there is a sequence of Lipschitz continuous, monotone maps t k defined on all of
The same statement remains true with
Proof. Let u be the maximal monotone map associated to t; see Definition 2.5. The domain of u contains the open convex set Ω := int conv spt , which has Lipschitz boundary. The map u is single-valued outside of a codimension-one rectifiable, hence Lebesgue negligible set. Moreover, for all x ∈ dom(u), the image u(x) is nonempty, closed, and convex. Since u is maximal, the map id + u is surjective (so is id + εu for all ε > 0); see Proposition 1.2 in [1] . We proceed in five steps.
Step 1. In order to construct the approximating map t k we consider the resolvent of u and the Yosida approximation. Their definition and properties are well-known, but we include here the relevant arguments for the reader's convenience. For y i ∈ R d , i = 1..2, and ε > 0 there exist x i ∈ R d solving the set-valued equation
because id + εu is surjective. We write y i =:
The last term on the right-hand side is nonnegative, which implies that
Taking y 1 = y 2 in the first inequality, we conclude that for any y there exists exactly one x with y ∈ x + εu(x). It follows that both the resolvent map J ε := (id + εu)
and the Yosida approximation u ε := (id − J ε )/ε are single-valued, defined on all of R d , and Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 1 and 1/ε, respectively.
Step 2. By the very definition of J ε and u ε we have that
Therefore, since y i = J ε (y i ) + εu ε (y i ), we obtain
We conclude that u ε is monotone. Since u ε is also Lipschitz continuous, single-valued, and defined on R d , it is in fact maximal monotone; see Corollary 1.4 in [1] . For any x ∈ dom(u) let m(u(x)) be the unique element of minimal norm in u(x). Recall that u(x) is nonempty, closed, and convex. Then we compute
But since u is monotone, m(u(x)) ∈ u(x), and u ε (x) ∈ u(J ε (x)), we get
Therefore, we have proved the inequality
for all x ∈ dom(u), which implies in particular that |u ε (x)| |m(u(x))| for such x.
Step 3. Since J ε (x) = x−εu ε (x) and u ε (x) ∈ u(J ε (x)), we observe that y = u ε (x) is a solution to the inclusion y ∈ u(x − εy). Conversely, any such solution y equals u ε (x). Indeed let z := x − εy. Then the equation becomes x ∈ z + εu(z), thus
see the argument in Step 1. This fact implies that for ε, σ > 0 we have
Indeed y = u ε+σ (x) is a solution to the equation
hence y = u ε (x − σy). By applying the above remark again to the Yosida approximation u ε , which is maximal monotone, we deduce that y = (u ε ) σ (x). Now we use (3.2) with u replaced by u σ . Since u σ is single-valued, we get
Therefore the map ε → |u ε (x)| 2 is nonincreasing and bounded above by |m(u(x))| 2 , thus converges to some nonnegative number α as ε → 0. This implies that lim ε,σ→0
For any ε k → 0, the sequence u ε k (x) is therefore a Cauchy sequence, thus converges to some v ∈ R d as k → ∞. Since u ε k (x) belongs to u(J ε k (x)) and the graph of u is closed (see Proposition 1.2 in [1]), we get v ∈ u(x). Moreover, we have that
Since u(x) is closed and convex, the projection of 0 onto u(x) is unique, which forces v = m(u(x)). In particular, we obtain the same limit for any sequence ε k → ∞. Therefore u ε (x) converges to m(u(x)) as ε → 0, for all x ∈ dom(u).
Step 4. We fix a sequence ε k → 0 and define t k := u ε k , where u ε is the Yosida approximation of u for ε > 0. Then t k is defined on R d , single-valued, monotone, and Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 1/ε k . We also have that
We used Steps 2 and 3, and the fact that the maximal monotone extension u of t is single-valued L d -a.e. (see Remark 2.8), hence m(u(x)) = t(x) for -a.e. x ∈ R d . For any R > 0 we now define the set E R := {x ∈ Ω : |t(x)| R}. Then
Indeed, by definition of E R and since t ∈ L 2 (R d , ), we can writê
The integrand |t(x)| 2 ∧ R 2 converges monotonically to |t(x)| 2 for -a.e. x ∈ R d , thus the right-hand side of (3.4) vanishes for R → ∞, because of monotone convergence. On the other hand, we have |t k (x) − t(x)| 2R for -a.e. x ∈ E R . Since constants are contained in L 1 (R d , ), we conclude using dominated convergence that
Step 5. We consider a sequence of δ k > 0 with δ k = o(ε k ) as k → ∞ and define S k := t k ϕ δ k , where t k is the Yosida approximation of Step 4 and ϕ δ is a standard, nonnegative mollifier with compact support, for δ > 0. Since t k is defined on R d and Lipschitz continuous, we have S k ∈ C 1 (R d ; R d ) with bounded derivative. The Lipschitz constant of t k is 1/ε k for k ∈ N, which implies the estimate
, we obtain (with C > 0 some constant) that
The formal proof of Proposition 1.4 requires multiplying the two matrix-valued measures M and Dt, which is not defined rigorously. Recall that monotone maps are locally of bounded variation. We will use a suitable approximation. For a similar argument in the context of convex functions we refer the reader to [18] .
(see the proof of Lemma 3.1), which converges to ∇u(x) as ε → 0.
We claim that H ε (f ε (x)) −→ H(x) as ε → 0, for a.e. x ∈ Σ. The sets
are shrinking nicely to x as ε → 0 (see Section 7.9 in [21] ), which means that
) is finite for all x ∈ Σ. By definition of H ε , we then have
for all i, j = 
We may substitute Ω for Σ because |Ω \ Σ| = 0; see Theorem 3.2 in [1] . 
The last three terms vanish because of (3. where t ∈ C is the unique minimizer of (1.10). Let u ε be the Yosida approximation of the maximal monotone map u associated to t, as discussed in Lemma 3.2, and ϕ ε the mollifier defined there. By (1.13) and Lemma 3. In the last integral we may replace ∇u(x) by ∇t(x); see Remark 2.7. We claim now that the integral on the left-hand side of (3.11) converges to´R d a(x), t(x) (dx). Let us assume for the moment that this is the case. Using (1.12), we obtain 
